Primary 4-7 Learners Will:

Primary 1-3 Learners will:


Take part in simple conversations.



Understand and respond to greetings
with increasing confidence and accuracy.



Take part in conversation and transactions
with confidence-including asking for
information from others.



Understand and respond with increasing
depth to instructions and personal
information.



Read/read aloud with increasing confidence
from familiar texts as well as attempting
unfamiliar and more challenging texts.
Make word-sound association in target
language and extract basic key points with
increasing confidence and accuracy.



Understand and respond appropriately to
classroom instructions.



Recognise and read basic sentences, and
respond appropriately.



Read/read aloud with increasing
confidence from familiar texts.





Enjoy listening to stories, songs and
poems.





Appreciate some cultural differences
(between people).



Know about some customs and festivals
that are particular to a location where
the target language is spoken.



Become familiar with how to use bilingual
dictionary to support vocabulary
development.



Pronounce letters and blend sounds in
the target language.



Use the modern language with increasing
confidence and accuracy across the four skills
of reading, writing, listening and talking and
show increasing ability to understand and use
of language.

Continue to appreciate cultural differences, to
learn about cultural differences, to learn
about customs, festivals and current affairs
from regions where the target language is
spoken.
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How are Languages Taught?
The 1+2 approach allows learners to develop and
extend their understanding of how language works
and of the similarities and differences between
languages; they will draw on this knowledge as they
use the modern language to communicate effectively
and reflect on their own learning.

Modern Languages provision within Whitelees
follows a 1+2 approach. This entails the children
learning two languages in addition to their mother
tongue. In Primary One the children are introduced
to our main additional language within the school,
which is French. When the children reach second
level in Primary Five they will be introduced to their
second additional language, which is Spanish. By
Primary Five the children will have two terms of the
French Language and one term of Spanish.
Supporting Modern Languages at Home





Draw attention to any words or phrases
within books or magazine within our
target languages.
Ask your child to share their new
vocabulary with you and others.
Greet your child using the French
(Bonjour) or Spanish (Ola) word for
hello.
Discuss your experiences of other
countries/cultures.

Learners will enhance understanding and enjoyment
of their own and other cultures and societies through
listening and talking with other young people and
through reading, listening to, and responding to a
range of texts. As they do so, they will be afforded
opportunities to develop skills for learning, life and
work such as working with others, creativity, problem
solving and presenting information.
The teaching of modern Languages will focus on the
same main components as literacy:




Reading
Writing
Talking and Listening

How will Languages be embedded into the
daily routines?
Language learning will be embedded throughout the
school day with children being encouraged to greet
each other and staff in another language.
In addition, every child will be encouraged to
complete the registration process and order their
lunch in French. All children from Primary 4-7 will
also write the date in French within their jotter.
Areas within the school will be labelled in both
French and Spanish. Moreover, the school lending
library will have some simple texts in French and
Spanish to provide extra opportunities for learning.
French and Spanish homework tasks will be
incorporated within the fortnightly homework sheet.
This will help to embed the language with children.

Celebrating our Learning

Initially the main component will be talking and
listening. Reading and writing will be introduced
towards the end of Primary Three.
The activities used to teach modern languages
include:






Songs and Rhymes
Games
Reading books within the target languages.
Drama
Digital Technology

European Day of Languages is celebrated every year
in September. This allows the children to showcase
their language learning and have the opportunity to
learn some vocabulary from another country of their
choice.

